Special **Mop the Net Day Notes**
to myself:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Signed:______________________________________________________________

(Your School Logo Here)

**Follow-Up**

**Mop the Net Day!**

My Opportunity to

*Spruce Up My Digital Image*

________________________________________________________________________

(Your Name)

The School Safety Center
On Mop the Net Day I an opportunity to clean up anything inappropriate, and to spruce up my online image.

On Mop the Net Day, I was able to
1. Check and spruce up profiles on all my social network sites,
2. Edit personal information which might be embarrassing, inappropriate, or simply contain TMI,
3. Set/reset my privacy settings,
4. Delete “friends” I don’t really know,
5. Delete inappropriate comments,
6. Delete embarrassing, suggestive or inappropriate pictures,
7. Search for tagged pix I was not be aware of,
8. Delete membership in hurtful or offensive groups,
9. Create email addresses & screen names for more formal correspondences,
10. Delete Formspring – or Formspring-like – pages,
11. Help “professionalize” my online image, and
12. Generally get answers to other questions I had about creating and maintaining my profile and image.

My Promise to Myself:
To keep my digital image safe, secure and ‘spruced’, I will:
1. Remember that I have the power to control what I do online.
2. Remember that everything I post is public.
3. Remember that everything I post is permanent.
4. Remember that I have the freedom to choose what I do, say online.
5. Recognize unwelcome, unexpected, unsafe or inappropriate behaviors and messages.
6. Refuse to join in, participate or otherwise spread such behavior.
7. Report such behavior to an appropriate person – friend, authority or other trusted adult.
8. Ask for help if and when I need it.
9. Support and stand by friends who experience such behavior online.

Cut Here

Feedback: On a scale of 1 – 5, with 1 lowest and 5 highest:

Mop the Net day was: (Circle your rating.)
1. Useful: 1 2 3 4 5
2. Well-planned: 1 2 3 4 5
3. A good learning experience: 1 2 3 4 5
4. The part I like best was

5. For future Mop the Net Days, I suggest:

Thank you very much!